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Biographical - Vitae, Newspaper Clippings, Resumes, 1955-1986
Correspondence, 1949-1989
Deborah Goodman Correspondence with UI Archives, 2007

COURSE MATERIALS

- Landscape Architecture 112, 1957
- Urban Planning 171–Lecture Notes, 1964
  The Plan: United States and Britain, 1964
- City Planning 236, 1960-66
- Urban Planning 240–Syllabi, 1984-88
  Exams, 1983-88
- Urban Planning 307–Syllabi, 1982-85
  Exams, 1983-86
- City Planning 376, undated
  Exams, 1956-60
- Urban Planning 377–Developing the Comprehensive Plan, ca. 1970-81
  The Comprehensive Plan, ca. 1958-88
  Policies Lecture, ca. 1966
  Reading Lists prior to 1973, 1961-72
  Syllabi, 1970-85
  Exams prior to 1974, 1961-74
  Exams after 1974, 1974-76
  Lecture Notes, 1970
  Syllabi, 1971
- Urban Planning 382–Syllabi, 1976-82
  Exams, 1976-87
- Urban Planning 394–Syllabi, 1988
  Exams, 1983-87
- Urban Planning 401–Syllabi, 1984-87
  Exams, 1982-86
- Urban Planning 434–Syllabi, 1983-88
  Exams, 1982-88
  Evaluations and Term Papers, 1988
- Urban Planning 470–Syllabi, 1978-82
  Exams, 1977-81
(Note: Course Material continues in Box 10)

BOOKS
Principles and Practice of Planning—Book Reviews and Correspondence, 1958-70
Local Planning Administration—Correspondence, 1965
  Preface, 1967
Outline of Unpublished Management Volume

ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND SPEECHES
Local Zoning Administration - Thesis, 1950
A Survey of Lyme and Old Lyme, 1951
Three Draft Essays
  Rating Employees: An Appraisal of the System as Used by the
  Detroit City Plan Commission, 1948
  The River Valley Authority: Lessons from the Past - A Program
  for the Future, 1951
  Redevelopment Project, Central Cambridge, MIT, 1952
"The Planner's Relationship with the City Manager," Journal of the American
  Institute of Planners, Summer 1953
"The Future of Staff Planning," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Winter
  1956
"Planning and Urban Design: Bridging the Gap, Synthesis, 1957
"Research Prospects and Proposals in the Department of Landscape Architecture and City
  Planning," University of Illinois, 1958
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"Education for Planning Practice," The Reporter and Review, June 1960
"Planning and Design for Urban Areas in the Sixties, undated
William Goodman and Jerome Kaufmann, "Statements on Planning for Illinois
  Communities," Illinois Planning Policy Committee, 1961
  Cooperation Administration, 1962
"The University of Illinois and its Relationship to Some of the Social and Political
  Problems of the State," University of Illinois President's Faculty Conference, 1962
"Urban Planning and the Role of the State," State Government, Summer 1962
"Prophets and Panaceas in Planning" Speech, American Institute of Planners Conference,
  Chicago, 1963
"Urban Expansion–Problems and Needs," Housing and Home Finance Agency
Administrator's Spring Conference, 1963
"Education for Planning Practice" Speech, University of Pittsburgh, 1964
"Points of Tension in British Town and Country Planning," 1964
William Goodman and Jerome Kaufmann, "City Planning in the Sixties," University of Illinois Bureau of Community Planning, 1965
"The Implementation of Public Programs of Open Space," University of Illinois Bureau of Community Planning, 1965
"Impact of the University on the Urban Environment," 1966
Civics Class Lecture, Urbana High School, 1966
"Organizing for State and Multi-State Development Planning," 1967
"If not Utopia, then What?," 1967
"The Environment Produced by 701," 1967
"701: What's Wrong; What's Right," 1968
"New Directions in the Principles and Practice of Planning" Speech, Milwaukee, 1968
"The Passing of Local Planning," 1968
William Goodman Statement Before Urban Affairs Subcommittee, Joint Economic Committee of Congress, May 18, 1971
"Regional and Rural Transportation Needs in the American Heartland," research proposal, 1976
Speech, Urbana Rotary Club, 1977
"Developing a Politically Acceptable Strategy to Manage Lands Suited to Food and Energy Objectives," Ford Foundation research proposal, 1977
"Locating and Servicing Major Freight Generators in Urban Areas," report of Probe Group V, 1978
"Educating the Professions in the Multi-Versity," University of Illinois, 1979
"Planning as Policy Science: Educating Professionals to Resolve Societal Problems," Department of Urban and Regional Problems, University of Illinois, 1979-80
"Urban Transportation Evaluative Criteria," University of Illinois, 1980
"Education for Planning as a Policy Science and for Other Problem-Solving Professions," University of Illinois Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning, 1981
"Will Metropolitan Planning Survive 1984," American Planning Association Conference,
1982
William Goodman and Michael Keyes, "The Agenda for Management; Aiming at a
Model for the Urban Planning Agency," University of Illinois, 1984
"Urban Transportation Policy: Issues and Implications," Council of Planning
Librarians, October 1984
"Federal Contributions to the Management of Local Planning" Speech, Conference of
Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning, 1985
William Goodman and Louis Wetmore, "Growth Patterns and National Programs for
Urban Development," undated
Lincoln Square Speech, Urbana, undated
"The New Look in American Planning," undated
"Planning and Design for Urban Areas in the Sixties," undated
"Status, Responsibility, and Ground Rules for City Planning," undated
University of Glasgow Speech, undated
William Goodman, Kathleen Hermann, and Gregg Perry, "Urban Transportation
Perceptions and Attitudes," undated
"What is the Future City to Be?" Speech, Terre Haute, Indiana, undated
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SUBJECT FILE

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations—"Multistate Regionalism in
the Federal System," 1971
Akron, O–Tri-County Regional Planning Commission, 1961
American Institute of Planners
Conference, 1957
Planning Education, 1957
Planning Educators Sessions, 1959-67
Newark, N. J., Panel, 1964
Washington, D.C., Conference, 1967
Journal and Membership, 1969-70
Newsletter, 1969-70
Division of Planning Education, 1970
Minneapolis Conference, 1970
Transportation Department, 1974-78
American Planning Association–Cincinnati, O, National Planning Conference, 1980
Planning Management Survey, 1984
Denver Conference Program, 1990
Journal of the American Planning Association - Referee, 1990
Newsletter: Interplan, 1990-92
American Society of Planning Officials–New Orleans, LA, Conference, 1971
American Public Transit Association–Correspondence, 1977
Argentina--Goodman Trip, 1968
Aspen, Colorado--Conference on Future Urban Transportation, 1979
Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning--New York City Conference, 1984
Baltimore, MD--"Baltimore Model," 1982
Book Reviews, 1970-82
Boston, MA--City Planning Board, 1953-57
Zoning Policies for Boston, 1953
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Capitol City Planning Commission, Springfield, IL, 1967
Carson Pirie Scott and Company--Centennial Competition in City Planning, 1954
Champaign-Urbana Morning-Courier, January 20, 1979
Chicago, IL--Community Renewal Program, 1964
Chicago Department of Development and Planning--Workable Program, 1965
West Suburban Freeway Study (DeLeuw, Cather, Engineers), 1969
Chicago Title VIII Planning Administration Course, 1970
"A General Plan for the Redevelopment and Improvement of Chicago’s Central
  Commercial District," undated
Chicago Comprehensive City Plan and commentary, 1967
Chicopee, MA--Report on the City of Chicopee, 1954
Conference Programs, 1989-91
"Constitutional Comics," Comic Book Parody of President Nixon’s Administration, 1974
Costa Rica--"The Process of Urbanization in the Metropolitan Area of San Jose,
Planning Legislation for Costa Rica, 1961
Council of Planning Librarians--List of Bibliographies, 1968
Deleuw, Cather and Company--"Social, Economic, Environmental Consequences
  of Not Constructing a Transportation Facility," 1974
Department of Local Government Affairs (DLGA) - Technical Advisory Committee,
  1977
Department of Transportation - Newspaper Clippings, 1973
Detroit, MI--City Plan Commission, 1946-53
  1952-54
  Master Plan, 1946-48
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Durham County Council (U.K.)--Meetings, 1963
County Planning Department, 1963
County Planning Committee, 1963
Edson, William--Correspondence, 1968, 1978
"Educating the Professions in a Multiversity"--Correspondence, 1979
England–Study Project and Outline of Paper, 1965
Fact Finder Committee - Evaluation of Dean Jack McKenzie, 1976-77
Ford Foundation–Correspondence, 1970-71
General Accounting Office–Correspondence, 1977
Goods Transportation in Urban Areas Conference, Sea Island, GA, December 4-9, 1977
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Grolier Encyclopedia, Goodman entry on Illinois
Hartford, CT–Commission on the City Plan, 1952-53
Harvard Institute for International Development Correspondence, 1976
Harvard University–Assistant Professor of Urban Planning, 1938-56
Illinois Board of Economic Development, 1962-65
  1965-66
  “Work Program for Statewide Planning,” 1964
Illinois, State of–Greater Egypt Regional Planning Commission, 1964
Instituto Nacional de Vivienda y Urbanismo, Costa Rica, 1964
International Federation of Housing and Planning Congress, San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1960
Joint AIP-CPL Committee on Indexing and Abstracting, 1959
Lawrence, MA–“City Planning Survey and Objectives,” 1954
Lillibridge, Robert–Correspondence, 1958
Lorado Taft Lecture Committee, 1973
Massachusetts Department of Commerce–Study on Large Lot Zoning, 1954-55
Meyer, Michael, 1982
Massachusetts Institute of Technology–Seminar in Urban Development and Highway Planning, 1960
  “The Role of Policy Analysis in the Education of Planners,” 1979
Minneapolis, MN–Experimental City Project, 1967
Moline, IL–Planning and Zoning Department, 1965
Mount Sinai Hospital Planning Study–Walter Blucher, author, 1958
NDEA Institute on Geography (UIUC), 1967
New Orleans, LA–Army Corps of Engineers, 1969-70
New York City Plan, commentary on, 1970
Nonacademic Personnel Advisory Committee, 1990
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Note cards, undated
Notes for Speech, undated
Open Space Project, 1962
Oxford (New College) Presentation–Notes, 1963
People of Hartford, 1952
Phoenix, AZ–Planning Commission, 1982-83
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Planning Accreditation Board–Site Visit to Pennsylvania State University, 1985
Site Visitor’s Notebook, 1988
Planning Legislation and Administration: An Annotated Bibliography, 1968
Portsmouth, NH–Thoroughfare Plan, 1956
"A Procedure for Open Space Planning in an Urban County," 1962
Public Administration Fellows Program, 1971
Recruitment Committee, 1968-69
“Research Digest,” 1958
Retirement Housing for University of Illinois Staff, 1965-66
Rock Island County, IL–Contract for Community Planning Services, 1963
Rutgers University–Urban Planning Program, 1964
Sabbaticals–1971-72
1983-84
Sangamon County IL-- Subdivision Regulations, 1960
Sangamon County Regional Planning Commission, 1956-61
1958-59
Scott, Mel–American City Planning Since 1890, 1970
701 Program–“701: What’s Wrong; What’s Right,” 1967-68
Sloan Project, 1974
Planning Agency, 1966
Springfield-Sangamon County Planning Commission, 1957-59
Tallahassee, FL–“A Civic Center for Tallahassee, Florida”
Terre Haute, IN–Central Business District Study, 1959
Transparencies–Land Use Symbols, undated
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Transportation Research Board
Committee on Urban Transportation Policy Research, 1976-81
Committee on Energy Conservation and Transportation Demand, 1977
Land Development Committee, 1977-83
Committee on Environmental Impact Review, 1978
Committee on Intergovernmental Relations, 1979-82
Annual Meeting, July 1990
Tulane University–Planning Program, 1966
Universities and the City–Miscellaneous Papers, 1966-69 (folder 1)
Universities and the City–Miscellaneous Papers, 1966-69 (folder 2)
University of Illinois–Goodman Study of Professional Education Programs
University of Illinois AASHO Urban Planning Seminar, 1961
University of Illinois Office of Transportation Research–Advisory Committee, 1974-78
University of Illinois Research Board–Funding Requests, 1983-85
University of Wisconsin–Program in Urban and Regional Planning, 1965
Urban Highway Planning, 1959-61
Urban Planning–Papers, 1962
Urban Planning Education, 1957-68
1964
Wabash Valley Interstate Commission–“A Planning Program for the Wabash Valley,” undated
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Wetmore, Louis, 1962
Wilmington, MA–Town Planning Board, 1955
Wisconsin State Planning Program, 1963-64
“Outline for a Program of State Planning in Wisconsin,” 1960
Economic Analysis, 1961
General Papers, 1961
Organization and Operations, 1961
Recreation Needs, 1961
701 Program, 1961
State Land Use Analysis Project, 1961
Statement of Objectives, 1961
Transportation, 1961
Second Phase, 1962
Report on Reorganization of Planning Division, 1964
Planning Administration in Wisconsin, 1966
Population Study, undated
Zoning Administration Institute (University of Illinois)–“Role of the Zoning Board of Appeals in the Community,” 1965
Zoning and Minorities Impact Study, 1970

STUDENTS’ PAPERS
San Tun Aung and Joanne Eversole, “Industrial Analysis of Metropolitan Boston,” 1955
Diane Wilcenski, “Chicago’s Elevated: Managing Transit Improvements in Relation to
Preservation,” 1979

COURSE MATERIALS (Cont’d)
Problems for Student Projects
Urban Planning 240/270 Syllabi
Urban Planning 338E Syllabus and Student Papers
Urban Planning 372 Course Materials, Lecture Notes, Syllabus
City Planning 376 Course materials and Notes
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Planning Course, 376, 401, 470 Syllabi and Handouts
Urban Planning 377 Course Notes
Urban Planning 378 Course Notes
City Planning 378 Cases
Urban Planning 378 Course Materials
City Planning 378 Course Materials
Managing Urban Development 394, 307 Syllabi
Urban Planning 400 Orientation, Course Materials, Syllabi, Notes (2 folders)
Urban Planning 434 Syllabus, Exams, Readings, Excerpts (3 folders)
Urban Planning 455, 487, 470 Syllabi, Reading Lists
Urban Planning 487A Research Project, Course Materials

EUROPEAN URBAN PLANNING REFERENCE FILE
United Nations/Economic Commission for Europe Transportation Seminar and Study Tour, May 1973
Munich
Munich, Perlach
Dusseldorf
Bonn
Frankfurt
Hamburg